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Institute of Tlieoretical and Experimental Physlcs, Moscow

and

Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron DESY, Hamburg

He review, for the use by experiroentalists, the present Status of eleinentary

theory of the B-mesons decays. The review emphasizes only a few points and is

not fntended to be complete 1n any respect.

j_. . _ pef 1 n j t i <m and Jjound s on the b- qu a r k Coup 1_1n ĝ  Con s ts n t s

«
*

In the mode] with three quark doublets the weak charged current has the form:

Jr - J* V*c f.('*K)fe
where q. and q,, stand for the Charge + 2/3 and for the Charge ,- 1/3 quarks

respectively, q^ * u, c, t , q,, « d, s, b and V.p 1s a unitary matr lx

whlch can be parametrlzed 6y four observable angles &, 2 and S1 :

( t )

where c Cos , sin , 9, Kobayashi-

Maskawa1 matrix. One shoultl keep in mind, howevor, that a too naive use of U

can be misleading. In particular, there can be "accidental" cancellations

and the phase of the matrix eleraent is not Immediately trnnslated Into observable

CP violation (see below) . It might be useful therefore to give bounds directly

on the couplings of the b-qiiark to u,c,t-quarks.

It is known to a good accuracy that the b-quark couples to the u-quark rather

weakly2:

vt



where the bound is due to the fact that the known couplings of the u-quark practkally

saturate the universal i ty botind:

\ i X j i ' - K , |l = ftf*; .«-1

1t is known also that b-quark has qtiite a sizable coupUng to the heavler

t-quark3.1*:

This bound depends actually on the mass of the t-quark and we quote the result

for mt = 15 - 30 GeV. Unitarity then bounds the Vcb In the following way:

l K, T < 0.3- p. f

The present bounds allow, In particular, for any ratio of the couplings V^g (Vc

There is a trend 1n many theoretical pa'pers to assume that there is a sort of

"kinship" between heavy quarks (see, e.'g., Ref. 5) so that b-quark couples

stronger to the c-quark. Actually, alt these speculations arise fron the

phenomenologically successfull relation tj*0e - *** J / W^ • However,

there exist models6 whlch incorporate the latter relation but predict

IKg l ic l Kttf l • So, at Present one should be open-minded.

H should be also mentioned that if the only source of CP violation in the K

system is the W phase none of the angles 1n the Standard parameterlzation can

vanish. The reason for this is that for all the CP-odd amplitudes the KM-mixing

results In the factor

where X includes only charm states, f(m c/™b) is the kineniatical factor:

which vanishes when any of the angles is zero. Horeover, from the known CP

violation in the K-mesons one finds7

So that sorae of the angles #i(3 or the phase o should be rather small.

2_^ j-mesgn Deca^s __a_rej_ KM Angles

Die ratlo of the coupUng constants | V^ \ \cg \n be determined in

the most direct way from the ratio of the corresponding inclusive leptonic

decays:

It 1s worth emphasizing that the theory predfcts only the ratio of the total

semileptonic decay wfdths, whlle the ratio of exclusive chantiels, say,

f ( ß -* t "&)/ P ( 8 -* f^P ) depends heavily on untcnown hadron dynamics.

In particular, there should be present rather strong f orm-factor-Hke suppression

of the 0 mode due to the mass dlffference m^ - m«

Some time ago theorists would claim that the total noileptonic rate is also

useful to determine the mixing angles. The claim is not so strong now. The

point is that'the study of the nonleptonic D-decays has brought an unexpected

result T (D*) / T (D") >, 3 , in disagreement wHh the simple-mirided quark

model estimates. The quark picture should.be true asyniptotically for very heavy

quark, At the moment 1t 1s not clear how fast the asyniptotics is approached .
-l -2Various models give corrections of Order m0 or ITU , and these eorrectlons

are seemingly very important for the charmed quark, For the b-quark non-

leptonic decays seem to be safe äs far äs one is ready to meet a factor of 2

uncertainty.

We have no particular Suggestion how to measure exper^mentally the inclusive

charm production, The Signals for charm are well-fcnown: leptonic decays,

K-mesons in the final state. If the b-quark couples to charm stronqer llian

to the u-quark, charm is produced practically in each event associated

B-meson,

In the case of D-mesonfi the Standard procedure 1s to 1 den 1 1 f. v D-mesons In one

directlon my rnean* of some particular decay mode, say D ~* K IT tf

and study incl̂ ve rates for the P-mesons produced in the opposUe direction,:Uv



For the B-mesons this should be harder since any particular decay mode for

B-«iesoris has small brancliing.

Thus, it 1s up to experimentalists to judge how far can they go wlth measuring

of the mixing angles (or, better to say the ratio of Vü(, / Kitf , to fix

ttie absolute value one needs to measure the life time).

The B-B mixing is a nice quantum-mechanlcal phenomenon similar to that observed

in the K-R System. The calculation of the mixing tnvolves several Parameters,

however, and at present it ts difficult to predict the magnitude of the effect.

In some reasonable approximation the corresponding mass difference can be

written in the form8:

where q Stands for d or s-quark (the mixing can occur both for the Bj and B

mesons), fg is the matrix element for annihilation of the meson by the axial

current and M is the correctlon factor, arising from the exchange of gluons.

The quantity relevant to the observation of the B-6 oscillations is Am- /T

which fs rougtily given by

r n j^n^ii
*«

(whei e we set M = l though 1t could be not a very good approximation; other

uncertainties seem to be worse, however),

The value of fß is bound by the QCD sum roles9:

/ 230 M e

and, respectively.

0.3

The actual number depends on the top-quark mass and on ttie ratio of the KJ1

mixing angles. Both are very difficult to guess at the moment. Note, however,

that if the hcavy puarks are coupled primarily to the heavy ones then the ratio

of the angles should be small. The estimate of the latter ratfo äs of sin ĉ

which seems real would also lead to insignfflcant effect of the mixing.

4. CP Violntion

So far CP violatfon has been observed only in the K-R sy stein and there is a

number of theoretical suggestions to look for the same kind of phenomena in ttie

B-ß osclllattons. First it was inferred7 that the CP violation in the ß mesons

should be of order w 2d since the phase of the Kr in the Standard notations is

roughly equal to « . This is a kind of mirage, however, since any genuine

observable CP odd effect arises only from interference of four different matrix

element of the KM matrix: e.g,:

.*Wl ) • J

(at least partly the result is readily understandable since for any vanisning

mixing angle the Situation goes actually back to the four-quark case, with no

CP violation at all). Second, the CP- odd effects In the B-B mixing are not pro-
0

portional to m: unlike the case of the CP-even mass difference. The reason

is that in HmH m = m.,~® tne ̂  violation agaln disappears (can be rotated

away through redefinttion of the quark fields). As a result, the quantity

2 ReE / ( \ iH* ) which represents the observabte CP-violation in the

B-B mixing is estimated10 of order 10" , the number which is to be compared

with 2 x 10 in the case of the K-tneson, Coinbined with the expected smallness

of the Am/r it shows that this source of CP violation is very un'lfkely to

become a subject of an experlmental study in the near future.



Probably, a more re-isonable. though by no roeans simple way to look for CP

violation ts to study direct decays of the b-quarks". The effect is manffested

äs a nonvanishing difference of the inclusive decay rates:

- r
r ([ -+ uts) - r (£

r (1-ccJ)- rtf

= r

Tlie CPT theoran ensures that up to higher order in weak Interactions

while the unitarity of the 3 x 3 KM matrix requires that

= A , f

4< = 43 And A£ - 4^

so that all the differences A: are equal to each other. A straightforward
calculation of the CP-odd interference of the diagrams in Fig.l gives12:

2 r

= J ^L^i l 10* ec'1
132 Til *

llere ctjfntfjzO.IS \* the QCO coupling constant norraalized at the b-quark

mass and I 1s a klnematica) integral roughly equal to the phase space damping

factor in the d'ecay &-*cc9 due to the nonvanishing c-quark mass laQ.33.

From the estimate (2) it is Seen that the CP-odd dlfference can be äs large

äs few per cent in the Cabibbo suppressed modes such äs _ & -+ cc J *nd

i -t u OS .
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Fig.l Interference of these two diagramms contains a CP-odd term which

gives rise to the difference Ao •




